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Abstract
Recent arguments for conventional fisheries management approaches (CFMAs) and against no-take marine
protected areas (NTMPAs) are reviewed, i.e. CFMAs are more effective, density-dependent factors will lead to
reduced fish stock production in and around NTMPAs, rights-based approaches in combination with CFMAs
will be more effective, and natural refuges from fishing already exist. It is concluded that these are largely valid
but only from a fisheries management perspective. The arguments of proponents of NTMPAs and those of
proponents of CFMAs are considered as contrasting storylines, the divergences between which are based on two
key factors: different objectives and different science. In relation to different objectives, it is concluded that the
arguments against NTMPAs based on their lack of fisheries management benefits must be considered as only
applying to the secondary resource conservation objectives of such designations and not to the primary marine
biodiversity conservation objectives. On this basis it is argued that it is counter-productive for NTMPAs to be
‘sold’ on a win-win basis, including their potential to deliver fisheries management benefits, as this detracts
from their marine biodiversity conservation objectives and leaves such calls open to arguments that CFMAs are
better able to deliver fisheries management objectives. In relation to different science, it is concluded that
criticisms of NTMPAs and support for CFMAs implicitly resist the shift from Mode 1 (reductive, intradisciplinary) to Mode 2 (holistic, trans-disciplinary) science that is inherent in calls for NTMPAs as part of an
ecosystem approach. Mode 2 science attempts to accommodate both uncertainty and wider societal values and
preferences, and it is argued that arguments for NTMPAs should be more explicitly focused on this potential. It
is difficult, if not impossible and inappropriate, to extend the reductive approach inherent in CFMA analyses to
encompass the broader ethical and scientific concerns for the health of marine ecosystems and their component
populations and habitats that arguments for NTMPAs reflect. NTMPA proponents might focus on stressing that
arguments against such designations and in favour of CFMAs do not encompass such valid concerns, therefore
they tell only half of the story.

Introduction
This paper reviews arguments for conventional fisheries management approaches (CFMAs) and against no-take
marine protected areas (NTMPAs). It is set against a background of both many calls for NTMPAs and
increasing arguments that such calls are ‘red herrings’ as they distract attention from the real fisheries
management issues (Kaiser 2005). It is based on the alternative argument that NTMPAs may not be a fisheries
panacea but nor are they a red herring, as they reflect the extension of scientific and ethical concerns for the
wider health of marine ecosystems, including their component populations and habitats, the processes that
sustain them and the functions they provide.
The paper begins with a review of some international calls for NTMPAs and then considers some recent
challenges to the potential of such designations, i.e. that CFMAs are more effective, density-dependent factors
will lead to reduced fish stock production in and around NTMPAs, rights-based approaches in combination with
CFMAs will be more effective, and natural refuges from fishing already exist. The ‘storylines’ behind these
challenges, arguing mainly for CFMAs, are contrasted with those behind challenges to CFMAs, arguing mainly
for NTMPAs. The divergences between these storylines are considered in terms of whether they represent
different objectives and different science.

International developments
NTMPAs can be defined as marine areas in which the extraction of living and non-living resources is
permanently prohibited, except as necessary for monitoring or research to evaluate effectiveness (NRC 2001).
As such they are the most restrictive type of marine protected area (MPA), this being a general term for a wide
variety of designations which confer varying degrees and types of protection. NTMPAs are thus equivalent to
Category Ia (strict nature reserve) under the IUCN’s protected area management categories (IUCN 1994). A
wide variety of terms is used to describe them, e.g. marine reserves, no-take zones/reserves, highly protected
marine areas, marine preservation zone, scientific zone, but this paper will employ the generic term ‘no-take
marine protected area’ (NTMPA).
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There has been a rapidly growing interest in recent years in the potential of NTMPAs as a partial solution to
declines in both marine biodiversity1 and fish stocks, as part of an ecosystem approach. The increasing number
of publications on various aspects of NTMPAs (Willis et al 2003) reflects this interest. Jones (2006) reviews
over 40 publications which argue for NTMPAs by reporting (a) the impacts of fishing on species, habitats and
ecosystems and the need for restoration; (b) the potential benefits of NTMPAs based on models; and (c) the
observed effectiveness of NTMPAs in providing for the recovery of fish populations within and beyond their
boundaries, whilst a recent UK report cited over 300 such papers (RCEP 2004).
There have also been calls from the international scientific community for the further designation of NTMPAs.
In 1998, 1605 marine scientists endorsed a call for governments to protect 20% of the world’s seas from threats
by 2020 (MCBI 1998). Similarly, in 2001, 161 marine scientists endorsed a scientific consensus statement
calling for a network of NTMPAs to conserve marine biodiversity and fisheries (NCEAS 2001). In Europe, an
influential scientific committee has recommended that 20-30% of the UK’s fisheries zone (out to 200nm) be
designated as a network of NTMPAs, and that this network should eventually be extended throughout Europe
(RCEP 2004).
Calls for NTMPAs have now become embodied in international targets by the IUCN, the Vth World Parks
Congress having recommended that 20-30% of the area of each marine habitat should be designated as NTMPA
by 2012. Despite these calls and targets, there has been a less rapid growth in the designation of NTMPAs,
Pauly et al (2002) having estimated that only ~0.01% of the world’s ocean area was designated as such, a figure
which Jones (2006) estimates is increased to ~0.04% solely by the additional designation as NTMPA in 2004 of
a large proportion of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. Whilst more recent designations will have increased
the total NTMPA area figure further, the 20-30% target clearly remains very ambitious. It is, therefore, worth
considering the arguments of both proponents and opponents of such designations in detail in order to assess the
prospects for achieving this target and, indeed, whether the target is itself valid.

Challenges to the potential of NTMPAs
Jones (2006) and Kaiser (2005) discuss the arguments of proponents and opponents of NTMPAs on a number of
grounds. There have recently been a growing number of publications that challenge the potential of NTMPAs.
Whilst these are still outnumbered by the many papers discussed above that implicitly or explicitly make a case
for NTMPAs, the growing number of challenges is a significant trend that undermines the previous apparent
‘consensus’ amongst the scientific community on the importance of NTMPAs. This section will briefly review
some of the main recent challenges, recognising that they are inter-related.

CFMAs more effective
It is increasingly being argued that CFMAs, such as quotas, effort reduction, partial seasonal closures and
technical measures, will often be more effective than NTMPAs for sustaining fish stock yields (Shipp 2003,
2004, Steele and Beet 2003), mainly because most fish stocks migrate over a wide geographic scale and are
therefore inappropriate for protection through site-specific measures such as NTMPAs. Furthermore, Shipp
(2003, 2004) and Grimes and Ralston (2003) argue that CFMAs have proved to be quite effective for the
majority of stocks, stressing that only a few stocks are actually considered to be overfished. Roberts et al (2005)
argue that CFMAs and NTMPAs are complementary, and that one cannot be effective without the other as both
have their limitations. Similarly, Hilborn et al (2004a, 2006), and Kaiser (2004, 2005) argue that NTMPAs and
CFMAs will each be effective under certain conditions and that the combined use of both approaches on an
integrated basis should be explored.
These arguments appear to be similar, but there is an important divergence, in that Roberts et al (2005) are
strongly advocating NTMPAs on the basis that they represent a critically important way forward for restoring
ecosystems, as do many others such as Bohnsack et al (2004), Murray et al (1999) and Pauly et al (2002, 2005).
Whilst these authors accept the CFMAs will always have a role, they are strongly arguing that it is essential that
a significant proportion of the world’s seas is also set aside as NTMPAs to sustain marine ecosystems, including
their component fish populations.
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The general term ‘marine biodiversity’ is used to describe both structure-oriented (focus on conserving habitat,
species & genetic diversity) and process-oriented (focus on conserving ecosystem functions & processes)
perspectives (Jones 2001)
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Hilborn et al (2004a, 2006), Kaiser (2004, 2005), Shipp (2003, 2004) and Steele and Beet (2003), on the other
hand, are primarily focused on the potential role of NTMPAs in sustaining fish stocks. Their assessments do
consider the impacts of fishing on habitats and non-target species, but their primary focus is on improving the
potential of CFMAs to promote sustainable fish stock yields. Whilst these authors accept that NTMPAs will
continue to have a role, particularly for highly important and sensitive habitats, they are strongly arguing that the
emphasis should be on improving CFMAs to sustain wide-ranging fish stocks, with NTMPAs being pursued
under certain conditions and on a cautious, experimental basis

Density-dependent factors
Another key argument for NTMPAs is that wider fish populations will benefit through the spillover of adults
and the export of eggs, larvae and juveniles as the density of fish populations within NTMPAs increases ( e.g.
Bohnsack et al 2004, Gell and Roberts 2003a, Guénette et al 1998, NCEAS 2001, NRC 2001, Pauly et al 2002,
RCEP 2004, Roberts et al 2001, 2005).This argument is supported by modelling studies, most of which predict
that NTMPAs can potentially increase yield through spillover/export, though only when populations would
otherwise be overfished and mainly for species with a more sessile adult phase (Gerber et al 2003).
There is some evidence for such density-dependent spillover from NTMPAs, for example, on coral reefs
(Abesamis and Russ 2005, Abesamis et al 2006, Ashworth and Ormond 2005), Mediterranean reefs (Goni et al
2006) and in temperate waters (Murawski et al 2004). Roberts et al (2001) and Gell and Roberts (2003a) also
report several examples that indicate that such spillover from NTMPAs occurs and many authors, as reviewed
by Halpern (2003) and Halpern and Warner (2002), have reported increased densities of fish within NTMPAs
that indicate that such spillover is likely to occur. Proponents of CFMAs argue, however, that fish yield
reductions from the loss of access to NTMPAs are very unlikely to be compensated for through such spillover,
therefore effort will have to be reduced if NTMPAs are designated (Grimes and Ralston 2003, Hilborn et al
2006, Shipp 2003, 2004). Grimes and Ralston (2003) and Shipp (2003, 2004) point out that this argument is
supported by density-dependence theory, according to which yield-per-recruit is lowest at carrying capacity, i.e.
unfished populations, and that compensation at lower population levels, i.e. fished populations, produces a
sustainably harvestable surplus.
Gardmark et al (2006) expand on the issue of the confounding effect of density-dependence. They point out that
models of the potential of NTMPAs have neglected density-dependence, (which Gerber et al (2003) previously
identified as a priority issue for future modelling studies) and that there is empirical evidence of reduced body
growth rates in protected fish stocks at higher population densities. They also point out that such evidence for
NTMPA spillover benefits is lacking, citing challenges to the little empirical evidence that has been published,
particularly to Roberts et al (2001), and also cite reports of decreased or sustained yields for coral reef NTMPAs.
On the basis of a model that incorporates density-dependence, they conclude that for fish populations with
sedentary adults and planktonic larvae, in which larval settlement is density-dependent, a fishery area including
NTMPAs will yield only the same as one managed with just CFMAs after 3 years, whilst for populations in
which body growth is density-dependent, a fishery area including NTMPAs will yield less than one managed
with just CFMAs. The key basis of this analysis is that density will increase not only inside the NTMPAs, but
also outside the NTMPAs through larval export, and that increased fish densities will slow fish body growth.
Thus the reports of density gradients associated with NTMPAs cited above would be a cause for fisheries
management concern rather than evidence of NTMPA success.
Whilst their model, like all models, makes certain assumptions and is based on a limited range of parameters,
the density-dependence issues it raises challenge the validity of claims that NTMPAs will increase wider fish
yields through spillover/export. These challenges are supported by some of the empirical evaluations and
undermined by others, and there is clearly a need for further such evaluations specifically focused on assessing
the degree/extent to which and contexts in which density-dependence undermines the wider fisheries
management objectives of NTMPAs.

Rights-based approaches the way forward
It is also being increasingly argued that NTMPAs proposals do not address the root causes of the problems in
fisheries management, i.e. inappropriate incentives and institutional structures that fail to control the race-to-fish,
and that the emphasis should mainly be focused on developing and implementing incentive-based approaches,
such as allocating fish harvesting rights for specific areas to specific fishermen (Grafton et al 2005, Hilborn et al
2004a, b, Hilborn et al 2005a, b, Steele and Hoagland 2004). Such rights may take the form of individual quotas
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(IQs), individual transferable quotas (ITQs) or territorial use rights in fisheries (TURFs) (Hilborn et al 2005a).
This argument is based on the view that fishermen who have been allocated such rights will have a long-term
vested interest in promoting the sustainability of fish stocks and will individually or collectively manage them
accordingly. NTMPAs, on the other hand, are considered solely as a tool for specifying the location of fishing
that does not address the incentives and institutional structures responsible for over-fishing. Attempts to impose
NTMPAs are thus considered to be potentially detrimental, especially if they are promoted as improving yields
(Hilborn et al 2004b).
Such arguments resonate with those for the collaborative management (co-management) of fisheries, in which
there is a growing interest, e.g. Domínguez-Torreiro et al (2004), Jentoft 2005, Nielsen et al (2004) and Wilson
et al (2003). Similarly to the argument above, it is considered that co-management approaches are essential
given the evident failure of top-down approaches (Nielsen and Vedsmand 1999, Wilson 2002). Fisheries comanagement essentially involves the state and the fishing industry work on a partnership rather than adversarial
basis. As such, it is consistent with Hannesson’s (2005) assessment that a combination of state control and
rights-based approaches appears to be preferable and potentially the most successful for fisheries management.
Some environmentalists also support rights-based fisheries management, arguing that they are both
institutionally and environmentally sustainable in that they protect fish stocks, habitats and the communities that
depend on them (Fujita and Bonzon 2005). Swan and Gréboval (2005), however, report several case studies that
reveal that such approaches can still result in overfishing, especially in the face of uncertainty and conflicts, and
that success depends on addressing allocation dilemmas from both a human and ecosystem perspective. They
also stress that regulating access and dealing with displaced fishermen are particularly important problems that
must be overcome, and that the race-to-fish can become a race-for-rights, which brings its own problems.
These problems aside, it is clear that there is considerable support for rights-based approaches to fisheries
management, through which more management responsibilities would be devolved to fishermen. Proponents of
NTMPAs, on the other hand, accept that such designations may not initially be supported by fishermen,
therefore they may need to be imposed and strictly enforced, at least in the early stages before any wider stock
fish stock benefits are realised (Roberts et al 2005), though Hilborn et al (2004b) argue that this is as unlikely to
work as the attempted imposition of CFMAs has proved to be. Whether NTMPAs and rights-based approaches
might eventually be combined is highly debatable. Fishermen may further develop the use of partially closed
areas, where certain gear restrictions and/or closed seasons are employed, as part of CFMAs, and this may
eventually extend to the designation of NTMPAs, if they prove to have wider fisheries management benefits.
However, the emphasis of proponents of rights-based fisheries management is on the empowerment of
fishermen through property right allocations to create incentives for sustainable fish stock management rather
than the pursuit of NTMPA targets, that remove fishermen’s access rights. It would seem, therefore, that there is
a growing divergence between those that consider NTMPAs to be the way forward and those that consider
rights-based fisheries management, integrated with CFMAs, to be.

Natural refuges already exist
A key aspect of the case for NTMPAs is that former natural refuges, where fishing was not possible or feasible,
are increasingly fished due to technological developments, increased general effort and the depletion of
populations elsewhere, and that NTMPAs are needed to substitute the function of former natural refuges in
sustaining ecosystems and fish populations (Agardy et al 2003, Pauly et al 2002, 2005, Roberts et al 2005).
Kaiser (2005), however, argues that large areas of the seabed actually remain unfished, and that NTMPAs will
compel fishermen to seek previously unexploited areas, thereby increasing overall damage to the marine
environment. The RCEP (2004, para. 5.82) consider this argument to be more an assertion, based on limited
data, to justify the status quo, though it must be recognised that the related case for NTMPAs could similarly be
considered to be an assertion. Kaiser’s (2005) argument represents a strong counter to a key aspect of the
argument in favour of NTMPAs, and the spatial extent of fishing activities is clearly an issue that is critical to
this debate.

Different storylines?
Whilst such debates are likely to continue, if not intensify, as more NTMPAs are pursued, it remains the case
that a larger number of publications are calling for such designations than are challenging them. It must,
however, be recognised that this merely reflects the current majority view amongst a certain constituency of
scientists who are currently publishing papers calling for NTMPAs, and that this does not necessarily mean that
they are potentially a good solution, in synergy with CFMAs, for reversing both marine biodiversity and fish
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stock declines. Certainly, there are growing challenges to the potential of NTMPAs, as discussed above, and
there is a growing divergence between those that argue that the emphasis should be on CFMAs and those that
argue that it should be on NTMPAs.
A key issue underlying these divergence is the degree/extent to which CFMAs have failed and the reasons
underlying such failures. Proponents of NTMPAs, such as Roberts et al (2005), consider that one of the key
reasons is that fishermen are too driven by the desire to maximise their short-term and personal gain. Therefore
they have successfully undermined CFMAs by getting round or breaking fish stock conservation measures. As
NTMPAs are claimed to be easier to enforce than CFMAs and will eventually need less enforcement as
fishermen come to appreciate their wider fish stock enhancement benefits, the potential for fishermen to
undermine them will be reduced. Opponents of NTMPAs, such as Hilbourn et al (2004a, 2004b) and Steele and
Hoagland (2004), consider that where such measures have failed, this is largely because they have been imposed
on fishermen, and that imposing NTMPAs will similarly fail. Accordingly, they argue for the assignation of
property rights to fish stocks and co-management through the greater involvement of fishermen in decisionmaking processes.
In a related sense, proponents of NTMPAs accept that one of the reasons CFMAs have failed is that regulatory
decisions have not been consistent with scientific advice. Roberts et al (2005) point out that Fisheries Ministers
in the European Commission have consistently set total allowable catches (TACs) 15-30% higher than the
International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES) has advised and that this has exacerbated
management difficulties. This is consistent with Shipp’s (2003) argument that CFMAs could become more
precautionary and effective in restoring overfished stocks if more conservative TACs were adopted, alongside
improvements in stock assessments. Roberts et al (2005) counter this in arguing that even with such
precautionary TACs, CFMAs would still have high information requirements and would fail to address the
wider ecosystem and genetic impacts of fishing, therefore NTMPAs are essential. Kaiser (2005), however,
argues that NTMPAs are “equally prone to the same political horse trading that has neutered many current
management systems”, whilst Roberts et al (2005) argue that NTMPAs have much lower information
requirements than CFMAs, therefore it could be argued that they are less prone to political horse trading in
relation to interpreting and implementing scientific information. Kaiser (2005), however, is essentially arguing
that such trading, driven by political short-termism, is likely to lead to fewer and smaller NTMPAs being
designated, if any, in the first place. On the basis that NTMPAs will be designated alongside continued wider
CFMAs, Roberts et al (2005) argue that NTMPAs can safeguard against the setting of over-generous, risky
quotas in CFMAs. Whilst there is some agreement on these issues, there is clearly a divergence between
proponents of NTMPAs and CFMAs on the issues raised by political factors and scientific information
requirements.
It is important to recognise that these divergent views represent different perspectives on the broad issue of the
nature of the challenges posed by marine fisheries and marine biodiversity conservation and the potential of
CFMAs and NTMPAs to address these. These two perspectives might be considered as contrasting ‘storylines’
(Hajer 1995) on this broad issue (Table 1), an assessment of which reveals that whether one or the other
perspective is adopted, the arguments can be considered logical, but the two perspectives will reach very
different conclusions. This is arguably the pattern that has emerged from the literature on this broad issue, many
publications arguing that NTMPAs are a key way forward to complement CFMAs, as they are essential for
providing for a precautionary and ecosystem approach, and achieving wider biodiversity conservation gains, and
a growing number of publications arguing that CFMAs are the way forward, with a few small NTMPAs for
research, education and biodiversity conservation purposes. In the meantime, relevant politicians and regulators,
as well as fishermen and other interested parties, are receiving conflicting ‘expert’ opinions.
This, of course, is not unusual as it applies to many other important environmental debates that are characterised
by high scientific uncertainty, high potential environmental consequences and a high diversity of perspectives
(Ravetz 1999). However, it is important that such debates, including those concerning NTMPAs, do not become
bogged down by a polarisation of perspectives and regulatory confusion over the validity of these different
perspectives, as this could lead to the maintenance of the status quo, whether or not this represents the best way
forward. It must be recognised that scientific uncertainty is a key issue in marine ecosystems due to their
complex and difficult to study nature (Jones 2001). However, Ludwig et al (1993) have proposed that full
scientific consensus concerning fisheries and marine ecosystems shall never be attained, as controlled and
replicated experiments are impossible to perform in such large scale systems, and Jones (2006) reviews
arguments that support this proposition in relation to NTMPAs.
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Ludwig et al (1993) also argued that scientific uncertainty is not necessarily an obstacle to conservation
initiatives, and that actions should be taken on an iterative, adaptive basis which recognises scientific
uncertainty, rather than delaying actions in the quest for scientific certainty. Translating such arguments into
NTMPA designations in the face of objections from fishermen, to whom the economic and lifestyle losses are
immediate and obvious, and confounding scientific views from proponents of CFMAs will, however, in reality
be extremely problematic, as is evidenced by the very slow progress to date with NTMPA designations (Jones
2006). It seems likely that these opposing storylines will continue to be a major obstacle to further NTMPA
designations.

Different objectives?
The divergences between these two storylines might, however, simply be a reflection of differing ethical
perspectives, NTMPA proponents being more influenced by preservationist and ecocentric perspectives, and
CFMA proponents being more influenced by the utilitarian resource conservation perspective2. This ethical
difference is arguably evidenced by the use of the term fish ‘stocks’ by CFMA proponents and fish
‘populations’ by NTMPA proponents, the former seeing commercial fish stocks essentially as a resource to be
sustainably harvested, including the protection of ‘essential fish habitats’, the latter seeing fish populations,
other marine species and the habitats that directly and indirectly support them as components of a wider
ecosystem, the ecosystem and its components having non-use and ecological values. An illustration of how this
ethical difference is perceived was provided in a debate in 1999 on the California Marine Protected Area
Network (CMPAN) email discussion list, in which fishermen accused scientists who were putting forward
arguments for NTMPAs of being on a purely moral ‘deep green’ mission (Jones 2001). As such, this divergence
might be considered as a basic conflict on which the potential for convergence is unlikely given that it would
entail compromises between these ethical perspectives (Jones 2006).
It may also be considered as meaning that the arguments of proponents of CFMAs are valid only from a
utilitarian resource conservation perspective, as they are only scientifically and ethically focused on sustaining
fish stock yields. This is consistent with the view that society’s relation to the seas is largely defined in
utilitarian terms of the resources it provides (Cole-King, 1995), particularly fish stocks. Proponents of NTMPAs,
on the other hand, have extended their scientific and ethical concerns from fish stocks to wider fish populations,
other marine species and the habitats and ecosystems that support them. As such, the arguments against
NTMPAs put forward by proponents of CFMAs are only valid in relation to the fisheries conservation
objectives of such designations, i.e. such arguments do not extend to or undermine the non-target species,
habitat and ecosystem conservation objectives of NTMPAs. This represents an important caveat to the
challenges to NTMPAs such as those reviewed above. In a related sense, it has been questioned whether it is
valid and necessary to ‘sell’ the fisheries resource management benefits of NTMPAs (Jones 2006), i.e. terrestrial
conservationists do not have to convince hunters that protected areas will produce a surplus of wildlife that spills
over and supports surrounding hunting communities, so why should we not think of NTMPAs “in the same way
we think about terrestrial parks - simply as secure havens for biodiversity” (Kareiva 2003).
Arguments concerning the cultural symbolic value of NTMPAs as set-aside areas (Jones 2001), the existence
and future value of NTMPAs (Bohnsack et al 2004) and the need to temper CFMAs with increased ethical
concern for the fragility of natural ecosystems (Caddy and Seijo 2005) are also valid in this respect. Calls for
NTMPAs might thus be considered as reflecting increasing scientific and societal concerns about the health of
marine ecosystems, including but not confined to their constituent fish populations. Such calls are arguably
significantly influenced by a desire to extend the preservationist and ecocentric ethic to our seas rather than
continuing the domination of the utilitarian resource conservation ethic.
NTMPAs have been promoted as a win-win approach, in that they can confer benefits for both marine
biodiversity and fish stock conservation (Gell and Roberts 2003b). However, Ballantine (2002) argues that the
primary aim of NTMPAs is to conserve or restore marine biodiversity and that whilst it is likely that benefits
will also be provided for fisheries, such benefits should be regarded as bonuses. Similarly, Halpern et al (2004)
argue that NTMPAs “need not, and perhaps should not, be designed with fisheries management as a primary
goal”. In keeping with these views, it is increasingly accepted that the primary goal of NTMPAs is to conserve
marine biodiversity, with fisheries management being a secondary objective. The arguments against NTMPAs
based on their lack of fisheries management benefits must accordingly be considered as only applying to the
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See Callicot (1991) for an outline of these ethical perspectives in the context of fisheries management
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secondary resource conservation objectives of such designations and not to the primary marine biodiversity
conservation objectives.

Different science?
A key basis of the arguments for NTMPAs is that they are essential if we are to adopt an ecosystem approach to
the management of our seas (Botsford et al 1997, Murray et al 1999, Palumbi 2003, Pauly et al 1998, Pauly et al
2002, Roberts 1997), recognising that fishing is having major ecosystem impacts (Pauly et al 2005). This
requires management approaches that promote wider ‘ecosystem health’ rather than being focused on 'fish stock
health’. Dealing with uncertainty is an important challenge if such a approaches are to be adopted, recognising
the complexity of marine ecosystems, and there are different perspectives on how such uncertainty might be
dealt, as the introduction by Browman and Stergiou (2005) points out and the papers in that special issue reveal.
The ecosystem approach also incorporates other ‘warm and fuzzy’ notions besides ecosystem health, such as the
health of fishing communities and the needs of future generations, and involves societal value judgements on
desired outcomes and the need for related trade-offs (Quinn and Collie 2005).
Fisheries scientists are developing approaches to fisheries management that are consistent with the ecosystem
approach, such as whole ecosystem modelling, including insights into the human dimension of fisheries
management. Such approaches aim to provide for fisheries management to contribute towards ecosystem
restoration, including provision for the involvement of stakeholders and the reduction of uncertainties in
ecosystem simulation techniques (Pitcher 2005). Similarly, Quinn and Collie (2005) discuss how modern
fisheries management has become more precautionary and how post-modern fisheries management approaches
must incorporate both ecosystem and stakeholder concerns, recognising that “advancement made under the
single species approach should not be abandoned but combined with new approaches in the multi-species and
economic realms.” Several papers in the volume introduced by Browman and Stergiou (2005) discuss how
fisheries management has developed and will continue to develop towards an ecosystem approach.
However, NTMPA proponents argue that such designations, in combination with CFMAs, are an essential
element of the ecosystem approach as they provide a precautionary buffer against uncertainty (Murray et al
1999, Guénette et al 1998, Lauck et al 1998, Stefansson and Rosenburg 2005). Such arguments are essentially
based on the view that our understanding of complex marine ecosystems will never be sufficient to enable fish
populations, including their functional relationships with other ecosystem components, to be accurately assessed
and modelled. Pitcher (2005) recognises that reducing uncertainty in ecosystem simulation techniques and
making decisions robust against climate change will be a challenge. Arguments for NTMPAs, however, are
based on the view that reducing such uncertainty to a safe degree, in keeping with the precautionary principle, is
not realistic, therefore NTMPAs are essential, i.e. CFMAs alone cannot address uncertainty and wider societal
concerns about the health of marine ecosystems.
The divergence between these views is consistent with the distinction between Mode 1 and Mode 2 science, the
former characterised as being reductive, intra-disciplinary and applied but not societally accountable/inclusive,
and the latter as holistic, trans-disciplinary and carried out in collaboration with society in the context of
application, with which it co-evolves (Gibbons et al 1994). Mode 2 science recognises that uncertainties will
proliferate rather than being progressively eradicated; therefore they should be accommodated rather than feared,
including new societal (not just scientific) innovations to cope with uncertainties (Nowotoney et al 2001).
Criticisms of NTMPAs and support for CFMAs might thus be interpreted as implicitly resisting the shift to
adopt Mode 2 science, to supplement rather than supplant Mode 1 science, that is arguably inherent in calls for
NTMPAs.

Conclusions
Against a background of many calls for NTMPAs to address marine biodiversity and fish stock declines, recent
challenges to the potential of such designations are reviewed. These revolve around arguments that CFMAs are
more effective, density-dependent factors will lead to reduced fish stock production in and around NTMPAs,
rights-based approaches in combination with CFMAs will be more effective, and natural refuges from fishing
already exist. These arguments are largely valid from a fisheries management perspective and it must be
recognised that the large number of papers calling for NTMPAs to address marine biodiversity and fisheries
declines merely represents a consensus amongst a certain constituency of scientists, which is validly challenged
by other scientists. The arguments of proponents of NTMPAs and those of proponents of CFMAs might thus be
considered as contrasting storylines, the headings of which are the same but the narratives and conclusions of
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which are very different (Table 1). This can fuel confusion amongst the public and decision-makers and may
contribute to the maintenance of the status quo, whether or not this represents the best way forward.
It is argued that the divergences between these storylines are based on two key factors: different objectives and
different science. In relation to different objectives, it is concluded that the arguments against NTMPAs based
on their lack of fisheries management benefits must be considered as only applying to the secondary resource
conservation objectives of such designations and not to the primary marine biodiversity conservation objectives.
On this basis it is arguably counter-productive for NTMPAs to be ‘sold’ on a win-win basis, including their
potential to deliver fisheries management benefits, as this detracts from their marine biodiversity conservation
objectives and leaves such calls open to arguments that CFMAs are better able to deliver fisheries management
objectives.
In relation to different science, it is concluded that criticisms of NTMPAs and support for CFMAs might be
interpreted as implicitly resisting the shift from Mode 1 (reductive, intra-disciplinary and applied but not
societally accountable/inclusive) to Mode 2 (holistic, trans-disciplinary and carried out in collaboration with
society in the context of application, with which it co-evolves) science that is arguably inherent in calls for
NTMPAs. Again, it is arguably counter-productive for the potential of NTMPAs for fisheries and marine
biodiversity to be assessed and ‘sold’ using reductive models as this perpetuates the Mode 1 ‘Newtonian’ view
that the inter-species dynamics and cause-effect relationships of marine ecosystems can be determined. Wilson
(2002) argues that the quest for such certainty is one of the factors behind the failure of CFMAs.
So how can NTMPA proponents avoid this ‘reductive trap’ and move forward? Mode 2 science aims to
accommodate both uncertainty and wider societal values and preferences, and it is argued that the case for
NTMPAs should be more explicitly focused on this potential, as this is a key strength. It is difficult, if not
impossible and inappropriate, to extend the reductive approach inherent in CFMA analyses to encompass the
broader ethical and scientific concerns for the health of marine ecosystems and their component populations and
habitats that arguments for NTMPAs reflect. NTMPA proponents might focus on stressing that arguments
against such designations and in favour of CFMAs continue to focus on the utilitarian view of the seas as a
collection of resources and do not encompass such valid concerns, therefore they tell only half of the story.
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Table 1: Contrasting ‘storylines’ on the future of fisheries management and the potential role of NTMPAs
CFMAs are failing due to::- Poor enforcement

:- Poor science

:- Poor
implementation of
science

:- Poor trust in
science

Co-management and rights-based approaches will increase the
potential for cooperation, whilst increased technological (VMS,
electronic logs, etc) and state capacity will improve enforcement
Increasing scientific expertise/technology coupled with collective
learning, adaptive management and more precautionary and
ecosystem-oriented fisheries assessment approaches will improve
the scientific basis of decisions. Besides, ...
… regulators are not following scientific advice. Increasing
cooperation amongst fishermen, scientists and regulators, coupled
with increased political will to improve fish stock management,
will increase the acceptance of scientific advice to set more
conservative TACs, etc
Science will become better and this, coupled with collective
learning amongst fishermen, regulators and fisheries scientists,
will improve trust in the scientific basis of decisions.

:- therefore CFMAs are the way forward, with a few small
NTMPAs for research, education and biodiversity conservation
purposes
... but some fundamentally disagree with this perspective as they
maintain a critical view of the positions adopted by CFMA
proponents on these issues.
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NTMPAs are easier to enforce, especially with VMS, as it
simply has to be proven that vessels were fishing, not whether
they were using a particular gear, catching a particular stock, etc
NTMPAs have lower information requirements than CFMAs, ie
less reliant on detailed knowledge of the status and dynamics of
stocks as they employ simple design principles, e.g. habitat
representativity and duplication in NTMPA networks
NTMPAs are a simpler approach than CFMAs and their logical
basis is clearer, so regulators and fishermen could potentially be
more accepting of NTMPAs and their scientific basis, provided
they are willing to trial them
The wider fisheries benefits that will eventually flow from
NTMPAs will eventually overcome mistrust of the scientific
arguments for NTMPAs. In the meantime, imposition will be
required, provided political will sufficient, coupled with efforts
to convince fishermen & regulators and intense NTMPA
evaluations
:- therefore NTMPAs are a way forward to complement CFMAs,
as well as being essential for providing for a precautionary and
ecosystem approach, and achieving wider biodiversity
conservation gains
... but some fundamentally disagree with this perspective as they
maintain a critical view of the positions adopted by NTMPA
proponents on these issues.

